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ACE THE WACE
HOW TO APPROACH THE EXAM

BEFORE THE EXAM

• Have a study plan

• Focus on concepts – try to understand them in context – that’s the “joined up thinking” 
you get from seeing how ideas relate to each other

• Learn examples – a few really good ones that can be used in many questions are good

• Practice questions – use the textbook questions, they’re written to mimic exam style 
questions

• Work with others

• Talk to your teacher
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DURING THE EXAM – READING TIME

• Reading time

• Read BOTH sources first.  You can decided which source analysis to do AND you may 
discover content and examples that can be used elsewhere in the paper

• Mentally prepare by selecting your questions options and planning responses

• Stay calm 

DURING THE EXAM – SHORT ANSWERS

• Make sure you only do three!

• PART A (2 marks)

• Don’t throw away marks on part a – go after the second mark

• Two clear points

• PART B (3 marks)

• Often these ask for three things – make sure to make three points (if that’s what it asks for)

• Signpost your answer – use guide words; ‘firstly’, ‘secondly’, ‘finally’

• Use examples!

• Don’t waffle
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DURING THE EXAM – SHORT ANSWERS

• PART C (5 marks)

• Treat it like a ‘mini-essay’

• Start with defining TERMS from the 
question

• Show content DEPTH

• ARGUMENT, EVALUATION (don’t be 
purely descriptive)

• EXAMPLES are essential

Define terms.  Stance (if approp). Outline

Discussion of first point:
Show content knowledge

Use PAL vocab
Examples essential

Tie back.  Restate stance

Discussion of second point:
Show content knowledge

Use PAL vocab
Examples essential

DURING THE EXAM – SOURCE ANALYSIS

• PART A (2 marks)

• Usually draws directly from the source and may require a defining or brief explanation of a 
term in the source.  Make sure you use the CONTEXT of the source to guide your answer

• As for short answer.  Go after the second mark

• PART B (4 marks)

• Make sure to REFER to the SOURCE

• Use signpost words if the question asks for two points etc

• Examples outside the source that illustrate your answer can be useful
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DURING THE EXAM – SOURCE ANALYSIS

• PART C (6 marks) and PART D (8 marks)

• These are often INSPIRED by the source, rather a direct quote form the source.

• Start with defining TERMS from the question

• Show content DEPTH

• ARGUMENT, EVALUATION (don’t be purely descriptive)

• EXAMPLES are essential

• If possible and relevant, make LINKS to the source – remember it’s a source analysis, not a 
short answer!

DURING THE EXAM – ESSAYS

• Do ONE from section – a Unit 3 essay AND a UNIT 4 essay

• PLAN!!! – THINK!!! before you write

• Writing happens in your brain first – your brain is the master – put the master in 
charge… 5 minutes getting your thoughts straight more than pays off.  
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DURING THE EXAM – ESSAYS

• INTRODUCTION

• Introductions count – invest in a good introduction 

• Define / explain key terms from the question

• Clearly state your stance – most questions ask you to “assess”, or “evaluate” the validity of a 
statement  /  proposition

• Avoid weasel words e.g.“the statement is ’somewhat true’

• Outline your main ideas – i.e. the main things you’re going to write about.  They’ll be ONE 
per paragraph

DURING THE EXAM – ESSAYS

• PARAGRAPHS

• ONE main idea per paragraph – each one should’ve been mentioned in the introduction

• Topic sentence.  Tell the reader what the paragraph is about

• Explanation / evaluation.  Richly detailed content should be included here.  Show what you 
know.  Argument should be analytical, thoughtful, related to the topic

• Examples.  Use rich examples that illustrate the argument you’re making.   Knowing examples 
well helps you know the content – they’re not add-ons

• Link.  Relate the paragraph to the topic or to the next paragraph.
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DURING THE EXAM – ESSAYS

• Conclusions

• Often under-done because of time – don’t throw away these 3 marks

• Restate your stance

• Give an overview of your paragraph ideas and summarise your argument

• Finish well

DURING THE EXAM – NEAR THE END & GENERAL 
TIPS

• ENDING WELL

• Read over your exam, edit if there’s time

• TIPS

• Don’t use asterisks and arrows to direct the reader around the page

• Write with flow 

• Write ‘dense text’ – a lot of information with an economy of words

• Use good examples… current, contemporary, recent

• Demonstrate ‘joined up thinking’ by referencing other relevant syllabus point


